Behavioural analysis of changes in nociceptive thresholds produced by remoxipride in sheep and rats.
The antinociceptive potential of remoxipride was investigated in sheep and rats with concurrent motor function assessments. Previous studies of sheep given intravenous remoxipride have revealed increases in mechanical nociceptive thresholds. Here, further investigation in sheep demonstrated elevated thermal nociceptive thresholds with no effect on subjectively assessed sedation or motor impairment scores. However, in rats, the dose of remoxipride (100 mg/kg i.p.) required to produce nociceptive thresholds similar to those elicited by morphine (30 mg/kg i.p.), itself reduced rotarod performance. Medetomidine (200 micrograms/kg i.p.) evoked sedation without influencing rotarod performance or antinociception. The antinociceptive, motor deficit and cataleptogenic actions of remoxipride were similar to those induced by two other dopamine antagonists, haloperidol (5 mg/kg) and raclopride (16 mg/kg i.p). Tocainide (100 mg/kg i.p.) induced thermal antinociception with normal rotarod performance and no catalepsy suggesting that Na+ channel blockade by remoxipride is not responsible for the changes in nociceptive thresholds. This study emphasizes the importance of motor function assessment during acute antinociceptive testing.